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MEMORANDUM TO CAROL RASCO 

DATE: October 14, 1993 

FROM: Charlotte Hayes 

SUBJECT: Speech to American College of Physicians 
2:30-3:00 p.m. ET via satellite from Room 459 

Thank you for taking time out to do this event. 

BACKGROUND 
The American College of Physicians national group has been a cooperative group on the 
health care reform proposal from the beginning. In addition, the national group is one olf the 
supporters which joined us on September 22. 

TALKING POINTS 

It would be good to start by: 
thanking this group for recognizing early on that health reform is good for and 
important t6 doctors. ! 

Then you can use the attached doctor talking points for the remainder of your remarks 
I . 
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: The Health Security Plan 

DOCTORS 

The personal relationship between a doctor and a patient is the 
cornerstone ofpatient care. Yet under the present system, that. relationship is 
underm'ined by paperwork requirements that bury doctors and take tiJe ' 
away from thtdr patients. It is undermined by all the insurance compahy 
oversight .0 the billers anda'uthorizers who look over the doctors' shoul~rs 
and decide who is siCk enough to receive what type of care. And it is I ' 
undermined by the way the legal system has crept into the medical offices .• 
the potential for lawsuits ha,ve bred distrust and fear in both doctors aAd 
patients. 

· . . ' 

Preserves Doctors Cboice 

• 	 The Health SecUrity plan will preserve the ability ofAmerican 
consumers to choose their doctors. 

Preserves Physician Independence 

• By guaranteeing a fee-for-service network in every a11iance, doCtors 
who want to keep their private practices in an individual office will be 
able to do so a~d still participate in the new system. 

• ' Physicians will be able to jom more than one plan _. thus ensUring 
that they can see the patients they see today. 

Simplifies Administration and Reduces Paperwork 

• 	 , The plan will reduce paperwork by creating a single claim form that ' 
all doctors and hospitals will use, replacing today's hundrecD 6fclaims 
.forms. Electronic exchange o( insurance and patient information Will 
further reduce costs and frustration for doctors. 

. 	 .'. 

• 	 With the introduction of a standard, comprehensive benefit package, 
doctors will no longer have to ferret out information on whet~er 
certain services are covered. Under the plan, covered serviceJ. are 
comprehensive aDd standard cost-sharing rules will simplify 
accounting for providers. 
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Current quality assurance programs including Medicare Peer Review • 
Organization (PRO), the Clinical Laboratories Act (CLIA) and 
licensure and certification standards will be .strengthened and 
streamlined removing undue burden and the lack of coordination and 
duplication which these programs place on providers. 

Reforms Malpractice; 

• 	 The Health Security plan will change tort law and develop alternative 
approaches to resblving patients' claims against providers. The plan 
will require that those who claim malpractice related injuries first 
submit their claims to an out-of-court panel to resolve the dispute. 

• 	 If the patient is still unsatisfied with the result, he or she.can pursue 
the case in court,··but will first be required to obtain a "certificate of· 
'merit," an affidavit from another doctor stating that the care received 

. was not up to p~. 

• 	 The Health Security plan will also liinit attorneys' fees to one-third of . 
an award and permits states to impose'even lower limits. 

• 	 .. Damages ca~ be paid over a period of time rather than aU at once. It 
will also prevent injured patients from gaming the system and getting 
paid more than once for the same injury -.; by the doctor and their own 
health or disabled insurance plan. 

Ensures Quality 

• 	 A national qualitY program stressing results over process will remove 
insurance companies; utilization, review firms and the government 
from the back o~ces of physicians and hospitals. 

• 	 Practice guidelines and information on the treatment outcomes will 
give doctors the ~ls they need to ilxlprove their quality of care. 

i 
Reforms Antitrust Regulations 

• 	 The Health Security plan will reform antitrust regulations and level 
the playing field. Doctors and hospitals will have more freedom to 
work together to ~etermine the best and most efficient ways to deliver 
high-quality services. ' ' 
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• 	 Doctors and other health providers will be able to band together to 
form their ow~ community-based health networks in which doctors 
will be able to negotiate to reduce interference <with their practice. 

• 	 Doctors will also be able to negotiate collectively ensuring that they 
< will have a strong say in determining'the fee-for-service 
reimbursement rates, so long as they represent less than 20 percent 
of the physicians :in an area and share in the· financial risk. 

< , 

Incentives. to Increase the Number of Primary Care Physicians< 

• 	 The Health Security plan will increase training opportunities for 
medical graduates entering primary care. 

• 	 Federal support will be provided to train doctors in a variety of 
settings where primary care is provided. < < 

• 	 As an incentive to doctors to provide primary care, the<Health 
Security plan will increase Medicare payments for such care. 

Octobe.r 8, 1993 
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i 

MRS. CLINTON: Thank you very much, f:1r. Speakeri all ,of 
the members of the House of Delegates, the officers and trustees of 
the AMA, and all whom you represent. It is an honor for me to be 
with you at this meeting' and to have the opportunity to participate 
with you in an ongoing conversation about our health care system and 
the kinds of constructive changes that we all wish to see brought to 
it. 

I know that you have, through Health Access America, and 
through other activities and programs of the AMA been deeply involv~d 
in this conversation already, and all of us are grateful for your 
contribution. I'm also pleased that you invited students from the 
Nathan Davis Elementary School to join us here this afternoon. 
(Applause.) I know that the AMA has ~ special reiationship with this 
school, named as it is for the founder of the AMA, and that the AMA 
participates in its corporate cap~cit~ in the Adopt a School program 
here in Chicago. You have made areal contribution to these young 
men and women. And not only have you provided free immunizations and 

(,' 	 physicals and lectures and help about health and related matters, but 
you have served as role models and mentors. It is very important 
that all of us 'as adults do what w~ can to give young people the 
skills they will need td become responsible and successful adults. 
And I congratulate you for your efforts and welcome the students here 
today. 

All of us respond to children~" We want to nurtu~e them 
so they cari dream the dreams that free ~nd healthy children should 
have. ,This is our primary responsibility as adults. "And it is our 
primary responsibility as a government. We should stand behind 
families, teachers and others who work with the young, so "that we can 

,enable them to meet their own needs by becoming self-sufficient and 
respo'nsible so that they, in turn, will be able to meet their 
families and their own ,children's needs.
. ' 	 • 1 

When I was growing up, not far from where we are today, 
this seemed an easier task. There seemed to be more strong families. 

, There seemed to be saf~r neighborhoods. There seemed to be an 
outlook of caring and cooperation among adults that stood for and 
behind children. I remember so well my father saying to me that if 

MORE 
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you get in trouble at school, you get in trouble at. home -- no 

questions 'asked -- because there was this sense ~mong the adult 

community that all of them, from· my child's perspective, were 

involved in helping theiro~n and other~' children. 


Much has changed since those days. We h~ve lost some of 
the hope and optimism of

l 

that earlier time. Today, we too often meet 
our greatest challenges,. whether it is the raising of children or 
·reforming the health care system, with a sense that our problems have 
grown too large and unmanageable. And I don't need to tell you that 
that kind of attitude begins to undermine one's sense of hope, 

.. optimism, and even competence. 

We' know nb~ -- ~nd you know better than I --that over 
the last decade our health care system has ~een under extraordinary 
stress. It is one of t~e many institutions in our society that has 
experienced such stress~ ~hat stress has begun to break down many of 
the relationships that ~ho~ld stand at the core of the health care 
system. That breakdow~'has, in turn, undermined your profession in 
many ways, changing the'nature of and the rewards of practicing 
medicine. 

Most doctors and other health care professional? choose 
careers in health and medicine because they want to help people. But 
too often bec~use our system isn~t working and we haven't taken full 
responsibility for fixing it, that motive is clouded by perceptions' 
that doctors aren't the'same as they used to be. They're not really 

. doing what they used to do. They don't really care like they.once
did. . . . . 

You know and I know that we have to work harder to renew 
a trust in who doctors !are and what doctois do. That is also not 
unique t6 the medical community. Just as our institutions across 
society are under attacik and stress, all elements of those 
institutions are· finding that they no longer can command the trust 

. and respect, wHether we talk of parents or government officials or 
other professionals --police officers, teachers -- that should come 
with giving of themselves and doing a job well that needs to be done. 

But focusing this afternoon on those concerns that are 
yours -- what has happ~ned with m~dicine, wh~t is likely to happen -; 
we need to start with a fundamental commitment to making the practice 
of medicine again a visible, honored link in our efforts to promote 
the common good. And the.. way to do that is to improve' the entire 
system of'which you are a part. We cannot create the atmosphere of 
trus~ and respect and professionalism that you deserve to have, and 
th~t many of yo~ whd are in this room remember from earlier years, 
without ch~nging the incentives and the way the entir~ system 
operates. That has to, be our primary coromi tment. If we do not put 
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medicine and those who o~erate within medi6ine in the foref~ont of 
the respe6t they deserve to have, no matter what we do to the system 
on the margins will not :make the differences that it should. ' 
(Applause.) , 

As you kno~, the President i~ in the process of 
finalizing his proposalifor health care reform, and I am grateful to 
~peak with you about that process and where it is today and where it 
1S going. I had otiginally hoped to j~in you at your meeting in 
March in Washington, b.c. And I, again, want to apologize for my 
absence. I very much appreciated Vic~ President Gore attending for 
me, and I also appreciated the kind words from your executive 
officials on behalf of the entire association because of my absence. 

I 

My father was ill and I spent several weeks with him in 
the hospital before he died. During his hospitalization at st. 
Vincent's Hospital in Little Rock, Arkansas, I ,witnessed firsthand 
the courage and commit~ent of health care professionals, both 
directly and indirectly. I will aiways appreciate the sensitivity 
and the skills they showed, not just in caring for my father, not 
just in caring for his family -- which, as you know, often needs as 
much care as the patient, but in c~ring for the many others whose 

,names I will never know. I know that some of'You worry about what 
the impact of health care reform will be on your profession and on 
yo~r practice. Let me 'say from the start, if I read only what the 
newspapers have said about what we are doing in our plan, I'd 
probably be a little afraid myself, too, because it is very difficult' 
to get out what is going on in ,such a complex process. ' 

But the simple fact is this: The President has asked 
all of us, representatives of the AMA, of every other element of the 
health care system, as, well as the administration, to work on making 
changes where they are needed, to keeping and improving those things 

, that work, and to preserving and conserving the best parts of our 
system as we try to improve and change those that are not. 

Thi~ system is not working as well as it did, or as well 
as it could -- for you, for the private sector, for the public or for 
the nation~ The one area that is so important to be understood on a 
macronational level is how our failure to deal with the health care 
system and its financial demands is at the center of our problems. 
financially in Washington. Because we cannot control health care 
costs and become fortherand further behind in our efforts to do so, 
we find our economy, and particularly the federal budget~ under 
increasing pressure. ' 

Just as it would be irresponsible, therefore, to change 
what is working in the health care system, it is equally 
~rresponsible for us not to fix what we know is no longer working. 

MORE 
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So let us start with some basic principles that are remarkably like 
the ones that you have adopted in your statements, and in 
particularly in ~ealth .Access America. We must guarantee all _ 
Americans access to a comprehensive package of benefits, no matter 
where they work, where they live, or whether they have ever been sick 
before. If we do not re~ch universalac~ess, we cannot deal with our 
other problems.

And that is' a point that you understand that you have to 
help the rest of -the country understand -- that until we do provide 
security for every American when it comes to health care, we cannot 
fix what is wrong with the health care system. Secondly, we do have 
to control costs. How we do that is one of the great challenges in 
this system, but one thing we can all agree-on is that we have -to cut 
down on the paperwork.and reduce the bureaucracy in both-the public 
and private sectors. (Applause.) - 

We alsoha~e to be sure that when we look at costs~ we 
look at it not just from a financial perspective, but also from a 
human perspective. - I remember sitting in the family waiting area of 
St. Vincent's, talking to a number of my physician friends to stop by 
to see how we were doing. And one day,' one of my friends told me 
that, every day, he discharges patients who need medication to 
stabilize a condition. :Andat least once a day, he knows.there is a 
patient who will not_ be:able to afford the prescription drugs he has 
prescribed, with the result that that patient may decide not to fill 
the prescription ~hen the hospital supply runs out. Or that pati~nt 
may decide that even though the doctor told him to take three pills a 
daYi he'll just take one a day so it can be stretched further. 

And evenrthough st. vincent~~ has created a fund to try 
to help support the nee~s of patients ~ho cannot afford 
prescriptions, there/~ hot enough to g6 around; and so every day 
there is someone who my: friend knows and you know will be back in the 
hospital because of th¢lr inability either to afford the care that is 
required after they leave, or because they try to cut the corners on 
it, with the net result that then you and I will pay more for that 
person who is ba<::k in t,he hospital than we would have if we had taken 
a sensible approach toward what the real costs in the medical system' 
are. _That is ~hywe w~ll try, forexa~ple, to include prescription 
drugs in the comprehensive benefit.package for all Americans, 
incltiding those over 65, through Medicar~. (Applause.) 

_ We believe that. if we help contr.ol CO!3ts up front, we 
will saveqosts on the back end. That is a principle that runs 
through our proposal and whi~h each of you knows from firs~hand 
experience is mor~ likely to be efficient in both human and financial 
terms~ We will also preserve what is best in the American health 
care system today. 

MORE 
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We have looked at every other system in the world. We 
have tried to talk to every expert'whom we can find to describe how 
any other country tries ~o provide health care. And we have 
concluded that what. is needed is an American solution for an American 
problem by creating an American health care system that works for 

,America. (Applause.) And two of the principles that underlie that 
American solution are qu:ality and choice. (Applause.) 

We want to 'ensure and enhance quality. And in order to 
do that, we're going to have to make some changes, and you know that. 
We cannot, for example, ,promise to really ~chieve universal access if 
we qo not expand our supply of primary care physicians, and we must 
do that. (Applause;) And you will have to. help us determine the 
best way togo about achieving that goal. ' 

I've spoken with representatives of our medical schoois, 
and we have talked about how the funding of graduate medical 
education will have to be changed to provide incentives for the 
training of more primary care physicians. (Applause.), I have talked 
with representatives of many of the associations, such as this one, 
about how continuing educational opportunities could help even mid
career physicians, once we have a real supply of ,primary care 
physicians who are adequately reimbursed and adequately supported,' 
how they might even go back into p~imary care. (Applause.) 

I 	 We have also v~ry much put choice in the center of our 
\ 	 system so that we will have not just choice for patients as to which 

plan they choose to join, b~t choice forphysiciani as to which plan 
they choose to practice with, including the option of being part of 
more,than one plan at the same time. (Applause.) 

NOW, as we work out all of the details in the many 
proposals and its parts that must come together, I am not suggesting 
that you will agree with every 'recommendatiori the President makes. I 
don't expect any group ;to do that. In fact, I suppose that if 
everybody's not a littl~ put out that means we probably hav@n't done 
it right. But Ido hope and expect that this group, as with other 
groups representing'physicians and nurses arid other health care 
professionals will find in this plan much to be applauded and 
supported. And I also believe that given the complexities of the 
problem we face, it would be difficult to arrive at a solution that 
was universally accept~d. 

But the r~ason I have confidence that this house, the 
AMA, and others will be supportive of the President's proposal is 
because we have benefited so' much from what you have alreadyd6ne and 
from the involvement of many of you and others around the country. 

MORE 
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Again, contrary to what you may have heard scores of 
practicing physicians se~ved on the woiking group~that were studying 
health care reform. I a~ deeply grateful on a personal levelth~t 
members of the AHA's leadership spent invaluable time coming to 
meeting after meeting, day after day sharing their ideas, reacting to 
ideas at the White House~ And, of , course, in the course of that we 
learned we had many common goals and objectives. 

We will not: only stand for universal coverage, but in 
addition the following: ,community rating so that we can assure all 
Americans they will be taken care of .,..- (applause); eliminating 
restrictions based on preexisting conditions so that every American 
will be eligible -- (applause); a nationally ~uaranteed comprehensive 
benefits package that will emphasize primary and preventive health 
care as ,well as hospital;ization .and other care ...:- (applause); the 
kind of ' choice and, quality assurances that we will need to have to 
make sure this new system not only operates well during the 
transition but gets a f~rm footing as it moves into the future and we 
will therefore be emphasizing more on practice parameters and 
outcomes research so that you, too, can know better what works. 

. ~ . 

One of the great interesting experiencies I have had 
durinq the past months is as I've traveled around from state to state 
is having doctors coming up to me and telling me that they need more 
information; that all t60 often the information they receive doesn't 
come.to ~hemin forms that they ~elieve are practical in thei~ 
particular coritext~ And what we 'want to do is by working with 
organizations like yours is be sure that the quality outcomes arid the 
,kind of research that will done will be readily available to every 
practicing physician in the country. 

We also believe that it will be essential to continue 
medical research and to'~se.'~he breakthroughs in medical research, 
again, not just to alle~iate human suffering but to save money, 
because you know better than I that often times, a breakthrough in 
research, a new drug, ~ new procedure is the quickest way to take 
care of the most people, in a cost-effective manner. ~o we will 
continue to support medical research.{Applause~) 

All of these principles arise from the same common 
. 'assumption -- that the ,status quo is unacceptable. And it is not 

really e~en any longer a status quo because we do not stand still, we 
drift backwards. Every month people lose their insurance; every 
month you have more micromanagementand regulation to put up with; 
every month our health 'care system becomes more expensive to fix. 

,I know th~t many of you feel that as doctors you are 
under siege in the current system. And I think there,'is cause for 
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you to believe that, because we are witnessing a disturbing assault 
on the doctor/patient relationship. More and more employers are· 
buying into managed care: plans that force employeas to choose from a 
specific pool of doctors~. And too often, even when a doctor is 
willing to join a new plan to maintain his relationship with 
patients, he, or she I should say, is frozen out. 

What we warit to see is a system in which the employer 
does not make the choice as to what plai is available for the 
employee, the employee makes that choice for him or herself. 
(Applause.) . But if we do not change and if the present pattern 
continues, as it will if we do not act quickly, the art of practicing 
medicine will be forevei transformed: Gone will be the pati~nts 
treasured privilege to choose his or her doctor. Gone will be the 
close trusting bonds built up between physicians and patients over 
the years: Gone will be the security of knowing you can switch jobs 
and still visit your longtime internist or pediatrician or OB/GYN. 

We cannot ~fford to ·letthat happen. But the erosion of 
the doctor/patient relationship i~ only one piece of the problem. 
Another piece is the role that insurance companies have come to play 
and the role that the government has come to play along with them in 
second-guessing medical decisions. 

I can understand how many of you must feel. When 
instead of being·trusted for your expertise, you'r~ expected to call 

I an 806 number and get approva~ for even basid medibal procedures from 
l a total stranger. (Applause.) . 

Frankly, despite my best efforts of the last month to 
understand every aspect of the health care system, it is and remains 
~ mystery to me how a p~rson sitting at a computer in sOme air
condition~d office thousands of miles away can make a judgment about 
what should or shouldn't happen at a patient's bedside in Illinois or 
Georgia or California. The result of this excessive oversight, this 
peering over all of your shoulder's is a system of backward 
incentives .. It rewards providers £or overprescribing, overtesting, 
and generally overdoing. And wors~, it punishes doctors who show 
proper restraint and exercise their professional judgment in ways 
that those sitting ·at the computers disagree with. (Applause.) 

Dr. Bob Barririson, one of the practicing phyiicians who 
spent hours and hours working with us while also maintaining his 
practice,· told us recently of an experience that he had as one of 
many. He admitted an emergency room patient named Jeff. Jeff 
~uffered from cirrhosis of the liver and --. Dr. Barrinson put him 

. in the hospit~l and within 24 hours recei~ed a call from J.ff's 
insurance company. The insurance company wanted to know-exactly how 
many days Jeff would be in the hospital ahd why. Dr. Barrinson 
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replied that he couldn't pre~ict the precise length of stay. A few 
days later the insurance: company called back and questioned whether 
Jeff would need surgery. Again, Dr. Barrinson said he wasn't yet 
sure. 

I 

And what was Dr. Barrinson's reward for his honesty and 
his professionalism? H~ was placed on the insurance company's 
"special exceptions" list. You know, tha~'~ a list of troubles6me 
doctors who make the insurance company wait a few days or a few weeks 
to determine the bottom :line on a particular patient. 

From ,that point on, the 'insurance company called Dr~ 
Barrinson six times in two weeks. ,Each time he had to be summoned 
away from the patient to take the call. Each ti~e he spoke to a 
different insurance company representative. Each time he repeated 
the same story. Each time his role as the physician was subverted. 
And eaah time the treatment of the patient was impeded. 

Dr.Barrin~on and you know that medicine, the art of 
h~aling, doesn't work like ,that. Th~te is no master checklist that 
can be administered by some faceless bureaucrat that can tell you 
what you need, to do on an hourly basis to take care of your patients; 
and, frankly, I wouldn't want to be one of your patients if there 
were. (Applause. ) , 

Now, adding to these difficulties doctors and hospitals 
and nurses, particularl~, are beirig bur{ed under, an avalanche of ' 
paperwork. There are motintains of forms, mountains of rules, 
mountains of hours spent on administrative minutiae inst,ead of caring 
for the sick. Where, you might ask yourself, did all this 
bureaucracy come from? And the short answer is, basically, 
everywhere. 

There,are ,forms to ensUre appropriate care for the sick 
and the dying; forms to guard a~ainst unnecessary tests and 
procedures. And from each insurance company and government agency 
there are forms to record the decisions of doctors and nurses. I 

'remember going to Boston and ha~ing a physician bring into a heaiing , 
I held there the stack of forms his office is requiied to fill out. 
And he held up a Medicare form and next to it he held up an insurance 
company form. And he said that they are the same forms that ask the 
same questions, ,but th~ insurance company form will not be accepted. 
by the government, and the go",ernment form will not be accepted by 
the insurance company., And the insurance company basically took the 
government form, changed the title to call it by its own name and 
requires them to have it filled out. That was the tip of the 
iceberg'. 

MORE' 
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One nurse told me that she entered the profession 
because she wanted to care for people. She said that if she had 
wanted to be an accountant,. she would have gone to work for an 
accounting company instead. (Laughter.) But she, like many other 
nurses, and as you know:so well, many of the people in your offices 
now, are required. to be!bookkeepers and accountants, not clinicians, 

. not caregivers. (Applause.) 

The lateststatisti~I have seen is that for every 
doctor a hospital hires, four new administrative staff are hired. 
(Applause.) And that in the average doctor's office 80 hours a month 
is now spent on administration. That is not time spent witha . 
patient recovering from bypass surgery or with a child or teenager 
who needs a checkup and maybe a little extra TLC time of listening' 
and counseling, and certainly not spent with a patient who has to run 
in quickly for'some kind of an emergency. 

Blanketingl an entire profession with rules aimed.at 
catching those. who are' not living up to their·professional standards 
does not ~mprove quality. What we need is a new bargain'" We need to 
remove from the vast majority of p6ysicians these unnecessary, 
repetitive, often uneven read forms and instead sUbstitute for what 
they were attempting to do.-- more discipline, more peer review, more 
careful scrutiny of your colleagues. You are the ones who can tell 
better than I or better than some, bureau~rat whether the quality of 

'" 
-.., medicine that is being ~racticed in yout clinic, in your hospital, is 

what you would want for yourself and your family. (Applause~) 
.' .' ' 

Let us remove the.kind of microman~gement and regulation 
that h~s notimpioved quality and has wa~tedbilliOns of dollars, but 
.then you have to help us substitute for it, a syste~ that the 
patients of this country, ~he public of this country, the declsion
'makers of this country can have confidence in. NOw, I know there are 
. legal .obstatles for your b~ing abl~ t6do that, and we are looking 
very closely at how we can remove those so that you can be part -
(applause)-- 6fcreating a new solution in which everyone, including 
yourself, 'can believe in. - / 

In every private conversation I've had with a physician, 
. whether it's someone I: knew from st. Vincent's or someone I had just 

met, I have asked: Teil me, have you ever practiced with or around 
someone you did not think was living up to your standards? And, 
invariably, the answer is, well, yes, I remember in my training; 
well, yes, I remember this emergency room work I 'used to do; yes, 
iemember in theh6spita~ when so-and-so had'that ~roblem. And I've 
said, do you believe e~ough was done by the profession to deal with 
that problem and to eliminate it? And, invariably, no matter who the 
doctor is, I've been told, no, I don't. . . 

. MORE 
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We want you: to have the chance so that in the future you 
can say, yes, I do believe we've been dealing with our problems. It 
is not something we should leave for the government, and, certainly, 
we cannot leave it to the patierit. That is the new kind of 
~elationship I think that we need to have. 

Finally, if we do not, as I said earlier, provide 
'universal coverage, we cannot do any of what I have just been 
speaking about because we cannot fulfill our basic commitment you as 
physicians, us as a soci~tYI that we will care for one ~nother. It 
should no longer be left to the individual doctor todebide to probe 
his conscience before determining whether to treat a needy patient .. 
I cannot tell you what ft is like for me to travel around to hear 
stories from doctors and patients that are right on point . 

. But the most ~dignant that I tell because it struck me 
so personally was of the woman with no insurance~ working for a 
comparty in New Oileans; had worked there for a nu~ber of years; tried 
to take good care of herself; went for the annual physical every 
year; and I sat with h~r on a folding chaii in the loading dock of 
her company along.with others -- all of whom were uninsured; all of 
whom had worked numbers !of years -- while she told me at her last 
physical her doctor had found a lump in her breast and referred her 
toa surgeon. And the surgeon told her that if she had insurance, he 
wo~ld have biopsied it~ut because she did not he would watch it. 

I don't th~nk you have to be a woman to feel what I felt 
when that woman told me ,that story. And I don't think you have to be 
a physician to feel what you felt when you heard that story.· We n~ed .... ."to create a system l.n whl.ch noohe ever has to say that for good 

cause or bad, and no one has to hear it ev~r again. (Applause.) 


If we move'toward universal coverage, so therefore 

everyone has a payment stream behind them to be able to come into 

your office, to be able, to come into the hospital, you will again be 

able to make decisions that should be made with clinical autonomy, 

with professional judgm~nt. And we intend to try to give you the 

time and free you up fr~m other conditions ,to be able to do that. 


One specific issue I want to mention, because I feel 

strongly about it -- if my husband had not asked me to do this; I 


.would have felt strongly about it because of the impact in my st~te 
of Arkansa~ -- we have to simplify and eliminate the burdensome 
regulation~ created under *CLEA -~ (applause) .-- a well-intentioned 
law with many ~nintended consequences that have affebted not only 
those of you in private practice but public health departments like 
ours in Arkansas aroun~ the country. 

MORE 
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But ~gain we need that new bargain. You ha~e to help us 
know what' should be, elini1nated so that we then can just focus in ,'on a 
very small part of this, whole situati6nand eliminate t~e rest of the 
regulationi that were thrown on top. 

So those are the kinds of issues in which we think we 
can make it more possible for you to practice in a more efficient, 
humane, better, manner. iWe also believe strongly that we have to 
em~hasize preventive caie. And we h~ve to provide a basic policy of 
preventive care. And we have to be sure that all of you and those 
who corne after you into:medicine are trained well in medical school 
to appreciate the importance of preventive care. (Applause.) 

, MuCh of what is now con~idered outside the scope of 
mainstream medicine is crowding in. Many of us in this room I know 
exerCise, try to watch otir diets, do things to try to remairi 
healthier. And yet often medical education and medicine as it's 
practiced does not include those new kind of common-sense approaches 
to health. We need to be a system that does not take' care of the 
sick but instead pr6motes health whe~ever we can in whatever way we 
possibly can do it. (Applau~e.) 

And finall~, let me say that we will ~ffer a serious 
proposal to curb malpractice problems for all of you. (Applause.) 
But let me add ,that it, too, must be part of this new contract., In 
order to do that and to do it in a way that, engenaers the confidence 
of the average American, we must have organized medicine 'standing 
ready to say we will do a better job of taking care of the problems 
within us~ (Applause.f " 

I ,have read or tried to read everything I can find about 
all of this. And you know as well as I do there are studies all over 
the field. It depends upon ~ho writes it and who it's written for 
and the like. But we know there's a problem. We know we're going to 
deal with it. But one of the ,stark statistics from these studies is 
that all too 6ften the 'largest number of malpractice suits is brought 
against the-same physicians ,on a repetitive basis . 

• 1 " • 

Now, it may be that for some,that is an unfair 
accusation, and we need to deal with that through reform. But for 
others, you need to weed them out of your professi6n if they cannot 
practice to'the quality that you e~pect your fellow coileagues to 
practice to. So we wiil propose serious malpractice reform, and we 
will have to ~ook to you to help us mrike sure that the problems that 
will still flow from people who should not be making decisions will 
be eliminated. That, way we can give confidence back to you as a 
profession, that you will not. be second-guessed or unfairly c~lle~ 
into court. And we will give confidence to ,the public that they will 

MORE' 

\ 
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be protected insofar as! humanly possible~ S~ that is what we will 
have to look for whenw~ come forward with that. (Applause.) 

Now, reathing consensus ori all that should be done and 
putting it into apiece: of legislation and moving it through the 
Congress is not going to be easy ... There will be many groups that 
will nibble at the edges of it, not like the whole idea of it, want 
to 60ntinue to the statbs quo. But if we do not have the courage to 
change now, if we do not move toward ~ system that once again gives' 
you back your professionalism to practice prudent, practical, 
intelligent medici.ne again; if we do not move toward restoring the 
dignity againtb the doctor-patient relationship, and that encourages 
young people to becbme ~hysicians because they want to participate in 
that wonderful process of healing and caring, then the entire . 
society, but most parti~ularly medicine, will stiffer." . 

The reasori we are doing any of this is because of 
children like those who are here from Nathan Davis. Most of us in 
this rodm are at least h~lfway through. (Laughter.) And most of us 
in this room have sat in dozens and dozens of meetings just like 
this. We've sat and listened to people tell.us what was wrong' with 
health care or what medicine or with whatever, and we've talked about 
the problems at least. seriously since the 1970s. And we'v.e produced 
proposals like yoursfdr Health Access America~ . 

But while :we have talked, our problems have gotten' 
worse, and the frustration on the part of all of you and others has 
increased. Ti~e and again, groups, individuals, and particula~ly the 
government, has walked up to trying to reform health care and then 
walked away. 

There's enough blaine to go around, every kind of 
political stripes can be included, hut the point now is that we could 
have done something abQut health care reform 20 year~ ago and solved' 
our problems for milli~ns of dollars/and we walked away. Later we 
could have done something and solved our problems for hundreds of 
millions, and we walked away.' . 

After 20 years. with rate of medical inflation going up 
and with all of the problems you know so well, it is a harder and 
more difficult solution that confronts us. But I believe that if one 
looks at what is at stake, we are not talking just about reforming 
the way we finance health care, we are not talking just about the 
particulars of how we deliver health care, we are talking about 
creating a new sense of community and caring in this country in .which 
we once again value you~contribution, value the dignity of all 
people. 

MORE. 
I .~._ I 
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·H6w many more meetings do we need? How many alerts? 
How many more plans? How many more brochures? The time has come for 
all of us, not just with respect to health care, but with respect to 
all of the difficulties our country faces to stop walking away and to 
start stepping up and taking responsibility. We are supposed to be 
the ones to lead f6r our children and our grandchildren. And the way 
we have behaved In the last :years, we have run away and abdicated 
that responsibility. And at: the core of the human experience is 
responsibility for children to leave them a better world than the one 
we found. 

We can d6 that:with health care. We can make a 
difference now that will bea legacy for all of you. We can once 
again give you the confidence to say toyo~rgrandsons and 
granddaughters, yes, do go into m~dicine; yes, it is the most 
rewarding profession there· is. 

s~ let's celebrate your prof~ssion by improving health 
care. Let's celebrateotir 9hildren by reforming this system. Let'~ 
come together not as liberals or conservatives or Republicans or 
Democrats, but as Americans Who want the best for their country and 
.know we can no longer wait to get about the bu~ine~s of providing it. 

Thank you all very much.(Applause~) 

END 
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American COllege of Physicians 

september 20, 1993 

~ ~ 
to the Pre:;dc1ent. 

wash1ng~on,D.c. 20012 

De1u' David: 

Gene Fortson spoKe w1th,me this morning. TllanK you tor your help. 

The Arkansas Chapter 01 the American college of Physicians ·is 
meeting in LIttle' Rock on October 15th and 16th. The Arkansas 
Chapter of the ACP represents approximately three hundred internal 
medicine physicians in,Arkansas. Approximately half ot'these are 
general internists and the other half are specialists. The 
American College of P:hysicians' is one of the groups that has 
strongly' supported Health Care Reform, and actually had published 
a position paper on Health Care Reform in 1991, and has 
6ubsequently eXpanded' their position. The Amerioan College of 
Physicians at the national level has met with the Health Care 
Reform Team on several occasions. 1 1 m also aware that the Board of 
Regents for the American College of Physicians will publish a 
support statement for President Clinton IS position' after the 
presentation of the Reform paper this week. ' . 

If th~ Health Care Reform Team has anyone who could meet with us 
during our annual meetinq and discuss President Clinton's Program, 
it would be a great deal of·benefit to us. We would certainly be 
wit1ing to pay for that individual's travel. 

In August, my office wrote a letter ,to Mack McLarty. That letter 
was written for me while I was out of town and it was not what I 
would have writt,en; I certainly would not have asked that either 
Mrs. Clinton or Presdd.ent Clinton attempt to come to a meeting that 
~/i11 be of no more sicjnifieance to them than ourmeetinq. That is 
probably why it has been filGd in some round basket somewhere.' 
I've attached a copy of that letter. 
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I've also attached a c~P¥ of the.let'c.er that Maok MoLarty SElnt me. 

sinoerely, . 

~~Qdt~, 
,lames S. Adamson, MD 
Attaohments' 

http:the.let'c.er
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THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


August 17, 1993 

J. S. Adamson, M.D. 
Medical Director 
Arkansas Slue Cross and Blue Shield 
601 Gaines 
Poet Office Sox 2191 
Little Rock, Arkan!l!u!I ~2203-21al 

Dear Jim; . 

It was good to hear frOm your and I appreciate your bringing your
October rneecing of the Arkansaa Chapter of the American college 
Physicians to my attention. You= request for a epeaker has been 
noted._ . 

I have taken the liberty Of forwarding your request and 
invitation tor a member ot the Health care Task ~orce to speak to 
the group to the .appropriate person tor rurt.her attent:.1on. 
Although I am unsure of the First ~ady's schedule at that time, 
you can be certain :your request will receive full cons1<1eratlon. 
Health care reform l.S one of our top priorities, and your
interest and support is greatly appreciated. 

Again, thank you for tp.king the time to write and bring your
meeting to my attention. It sounds like you will have quite a 
group, and I hope you ~ill keep in touch. 

.. I 

Personally, 

Mack McLarty
Chief of Staff to the :President 
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601 Gaines Stre~t. Little Rock, A~ 7220:1·1418, 1elevllOUt .lol .l7S l240 

Jamrs 8. Adam~{llI, MD. FACP 
O!)V'trMr /()!' .,4rl<tlll,~{JS 

Amerloan Collegeo' p'hyalclans 

August 2,1993 

Mr. Thomas F. ItMac" McClany' 

White House Chief of Staff 

The White House 

16<X> Pennsylvania Avenue 

Washington DC 20500 

Dear Mac: 

.	On October 15 and 16, 1993, w,e have scheduled a meeting of the Arkansas Chapter of the 
American Col1ege of Physicians at the B)[celsior Hotel in Little Rock. Membership in this 
chapter is comprised of a mix of primary care physicians, general internists and specialty 
internistswhich represent the largest group of physicians in Arkansas. We are expecting a very 

. goodturnoul and included on our ~enda will be a discussion on Health Care Refonn. We 
would really like to have a speaker from the Health Care Reform Team join us for discussion 
00 Saturday, October 16•. Howev~, ifFrlday, October IS is a ~tter day for the representative, . 
we could !("arrange our spea.kers ,to accommodate them on that date. 

If you tbink that President or Mrs. Clinton, or possif:lly someone on the Health Care Reform 

Team could mal:e a presentation' at the meetina. please let me know.. If possible. I would 

appreciate a response by Friday II August 20, in order tD get the infonnation included in our 

brochure to be sent to all members.' . . 


Mae, thanks for any consideration you might give to this request. 

Sincerely, 

~..[. ~d.o" ~~ 
JSA/cb 

) 
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·If enacted, President Clinton's health care 
reform plan would cost the federal government 
an estimated $700 billion over five years, of 
which $105 billion would come 'from new 
taxes on cigarettes, alcoholic beverages and 
some from large corporations, according to 
administration officials and congressional 
sources who have seen the plan. About $285 
billion would be funded from savings realized 
by imposing caps on Medicare,' Medicaid and 
other publicly-funded health programs. In 
addition, an estimated $259 billion would be 
raised by requiring firms that employ 
Medicare and Medicaid recipients to pay part 
of the cost of those employees' health 
8overage. 

l®fi~$t~(~~1~11t~:!;!~['i!~~i$.~~t;~~~~1~i;;1 
President Clinton'S ambitious h~alth care 
proposal promises to rely on the unseen hand 
of the marketplace, but its real power stems 
from the strong arm of government. As 
outlined in a 239-page draft circ,ulating in 
Washington, the Clinton proposal is a 
sweeping yet intricate' blueprint for 
overhauling the country's $1 trillion health 
system. Through ,new requirements on 
employers, the plan guarantees a 
comprehensive package of health benefits to 
all Americans while. taking unprecedented 
steps to halve the projected growth. rate in 
national medical spending by the lat~1990s. 

l~m~;~$f~~~,1~11~~~jii;;t;j[S.!j;t~)~,4;j~m~~1 
Americans over the age of 65 may get more of 

. their medical care from health-maintenance 
organizations if President Clinton's health 
plan is enacted. Currently most participants in 
Medicare, the federal health plan for the 
elderly, pick their· doctors and hospitals on 
their own. But the working draft of the 
administration's proposed health. care bill, 
includes broad hints that the White House 
wants to move .more of the elderly into HMOs. 
Doing so is widely seen as an attempt to hold 
down Medicare costs, which have been riSing 
more than 1 0 percent' a year for most of the 
past decade. 

1:)i~~rn~i;11;!l~!i~]i~~,Ut~:tt\jlt!!l;1;i;~\lil~il~~!§W~~llt,,~,ml'l 
The dissection of President Clinton's health 
care reform plan has begun, and business 
opposition is mounting; Under the preSident's 
formula,' all employers would be required to 
provide health care coverage -- a provision 
scaring smaller firms. Stephen Elmont, 
president of the National Restaurant 
Association, said the industry would lose 
thousands of jobs if' forced to pay for 
insurance. 

1]~~;t.J~·~X~"~ll!llll;'iml\'l~lll!i.~tt~j\i~.~t!tl 
President Clinton's plan for reshaping the 
health care system would cause a vast shift in 
financial' burdens among American 
corporations. Health costs would ease for 
companies, most of them manufacturers, that 
now offer generous benefits, and rise for those 
that do not; among them not only small 
neighborhood shops. but also corporate giants 
like Wal-Mart, Sears and Wendy's. 

The Health Care Digest is a service of the Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield Advertising & 
Communications Division, Post Office Box 2181, Little Rock, Arkansas 72203. You can call the 
Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield Health Care Hotline at 1-800-298-2288 or, for questions, 
call Will Johnson at 501-399-3802. 
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